
Candy Canes Joy & Happiness
Created by Jay Soriano - Mitosu Crafts

https://mitosucrafts.com

Supply List
To shop for supplies, click here: https://s.tamp.in/_tDlgP

Measurements
● Pool Party Cardbase: 21cm x 14cm or 8-1/4" x 5-1/2"

● Sweetest Christmas DSP Mat: 5cm x 13cm or 2" x 5-1/8"

● Coastal Cabana Layer: 4.4cm x 12.4cm or 1-3/4" x 5"

● Gold Glimmer Paper for Bough Punch: 6cm x 7cm or 2-3/8" x 2-3/4"

● Bermuda Bay for Tag Die Cut: 4cm x 7cm or 1-1/2" x 2-3/4"

● Basic White for stamping: 4cm x 10cm or 1-5/8" x 4"

● Real Red Ribbon: 24cm or 9-1/2"

Stamped images are © Stampin’ Up! Projects are created for you by the Crafty Collaborations team. You are welcome to use this document for your personal projects,
but please do not distribute it physically or electronically to customers, demonstrators, or others without the express permission of the creators. Happy stamping!
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Instructions
1. Stamp the leaves randomly in Coastal Cabana ink on Pool Party card front

2. Stamp the candy cane in Poppy Parade ink on Basic White card

3. Use Basic Black Stampin' Write Marker to add ink on the selected sentiment and stamp on Basic White card

4. Die cut the candy cane then trim the sentiment using Paper Snips

5. Die cut the label tag in Bermuda Bay card

6. Emboss the Coastal Cabana layer with the Splatter design

7. Use the Bough Punch on Gold Glimmer Paper with the white backing showing through the back

8. Mat and layer the Coastal Cabana strip on Sweetest Christmas DSP then cut on the long edge at 4cm or 1-5/8"

9. Adhere the 2 panels created flat on the card front

10. Feed the Real Red Ribbon through the Bermuda Bay label die cut with one end on top (not through the bottom hole)

secured with a Mini Glue Dot

11. Trim the ribbon edges if needed and add on the card front using Stampin' Dimensionals

12. Add the die cut candy cane, glimmer boughs and sentiment using Multipurpose Liquid Glue

13. Finish with 3 gold Seasonal Sequins
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